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ABSTRACT
Cardiac hypertrophy can be appreciated microscopically by assessing 
for myocyte hypertrophy. Features of myocyte hypertrophy include 
increased myocyte diameter, together with increase in nuclear hyper-
chromicity, size and irregularity, and an increase in binucleated myo-
cytes. There is limited literature to demonstrate whether these features 
are uniform within the myocardium in the post mortem setting. This 
study compared the myocyte diameter, myocyte nuclear length, and 
proportion binucleated myocytes between the free wall of the left 
ventricle and interventricular septum in 21 post mortem cases. It 
showed regional variation in myocyte hypertrophy parameters 
between the free walls of the left ventricle and intraventricular septum. 
Over 75% of cases showed significant differences in myocyte nuclear 
length and myocyte diameter (ANOVA one-way, p < 0.05), whereas 
binucleated myocyte nuclei did not show any significant difference. 
The result of this study has implication in sampling and assessing 
myocyte hypertrophy. Further studies are recommended to explore 
the reasons why this variation occurred and whether it is clinically 
significant.
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Introduction

Hypertrophy of the heart (or cardiac hypertrophy) is commonly encountered in both 
forensic and clinical pathology and is among others an anatomic finding which can be 
used to identify a cause of death1–3. Cardiac hypertrophy can be appreciated macrosco-
pically and microscopically. Macroscopically, increased heart weight and increased 
dimensions, is considered the defining feature of cardiac hypertrophy with documented 
reference range(s)3. However, heart weight is innately not reviewable after the post 
mortem examination and heart dimensions are unreliable when taken from a post 
mortem photographs4. These short coming may be addressed microscopically by the 
assessment of myocyte hypertrophy (microscopic feature of cardiac hypertrophy3,5,6, 
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which is, despite being commonly assessed in post mortem examination, relatively 
understudied in the forensic pathology literature.

Myocyte hypertrophy is assessed by examining the myocyte size and nuclear 
features3. It is diagnosed by an increased myocyte diameter, together with increase 
in nuclear hyperchromicity, size and irregularity, and an increase in binucleated 
myocytes3,5,6. The only widely agreed threshold for myocyte hypertrophy is having 
a myocyte diameter of >15 µm, which needs to be validated using digital 
microscopy3. It is suggested that measuring at least 100 randomly selected myo-
cytes is required to have a reliable figure, without any further specifics on whether 
it can be measured at a single region of the heart5,6. However, there is no study 
that has investigated whether there is any regional variation in different areas of 
the heart.

This study, therefore, investigated whether there is any variation in three micro-
scopic features used to diagnose myocyte hypertrophy (myocyte diameter, myo-
cyte nuclear size/length, and binucleation) between the free walls of the left 
ventricle and the interventricular septum. Documenting any variation (or the 
absence of) would have implication on sampling and subsequent assessment of 
myocytes for hypertrophy in daily practice.

Materials and methods

A 2-year retrospective study was performed at Gold Coast University Hospital, 
Queensland, Australia (2021–2022 inclusive). Cases where an internal post mortem 
examination which sampled all the free walls (anterior, lateral, and posterior) and 
interventricular septum of the heart were included in the study. The age (years), sex 
(M or F), anthropometrics (height in centimetres/cm, and weight in kilograms/kg) 
and heart weight (in grams/g) were retrieved from the post mortem case files. The 
cause of death and cardiac pathologies listed were also recorded.

Exclusion criteria

● Non-Caucasian population, due to limitations in ethics approval.
● Paediatric population (less than 18 years old).
● Cases with incomplete data set.
● Suspicious and/or homicidal deaths due to potential legal implications.
● Cases where previous heart surgery was performed due to altered anatomy.
● Cases showing gross decomposition.

Heart weight

At post mortem examination, the heart was removed from the pericardial sac 
following the European guideline published in 20177. Due to individual practice 
preferences, not all hearts were weighed dissected as recommended in the very 
recent literature 8–10. As broad delineators, a heart weight of >400 g and >500 g in 
females and males respectively were considered as having an increased heart 
weight3,11,12.
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Myocyte hypertrophy

For each case, the anterior, lateral, and posterior free wall of the left ventricle and 
interventricular septum were individually sampled fresh along the short axis plane at 
the mid ventricular level during post mortem examination for diagnostic purposes. This 
was performed by qualified forensic pathologist(s). These samples were placed into 
histology cassettes and immersed in 10% buffered formalin shortly after the conclusion 
of the post mortem examination. The right ventricle was not examined (despite routinely 
sampled) as, in the authors experience, most myocyte hypertrophy assessment in forensic 
pathology casework is in the left ventricle. No sections were retained for further examina-
tion/research in formalin stock jars.

The samples were processed by a National Association of Testing Authority (NATA, 
Australia) accredited local histopathology laboratory They were embedded into 
a standard paraffin block, sectioned to 3 µm thick, stained with haematoxylin and eosin, 
and viewed using a calibrated microscope with 40× magnification objective (high power 
field). For each section, the site where it was sampled was cross checked by the histology 
blocking sheet and confirmed by histological features of the section (i.e. prominent 
papillary muscle in the anterior wall, lack of papillary muscle in the lateral wall, less 
prominent papillary muscle in the posterior wall, and lack of epicardial fat and presence 
of endocardium in the interventricular septum). A random area that showed the myocyte 
sectioned longitudinally, and away from focal pathology and intramural blood vessels was 
selected to maximize myocyte visualization. The area chosen within the slide was random, 
but commonly in the middle of the myocardial wall.

For the area chosen for each section, a digital image was acquired through a Nikon 
Eclipse Ci microscope with Plan Fluor 40× objective (Nikon Corporation, Japan). The 
digital image was captured using a MIchrome 20 digital camera and analysed using 
Mosaic 2.3 (Tucsen, China). The images were randomized and an assessed by a qualified 
forensic pathologist with more than 5 years’ experience who did not undergo the post 
mortem examination and blinded by the post mortem information. Multiple raters and 
multiple rating were not undertaken due to previous study showing a high inter and intra 
rater reliability in myocyte binucleation13.

Using the digital image, the myocytes where the nuclei were clearly visible and at the 
centre of the myocyte were assessed. The longitudinal nuclear length (myocyte nuclear 
length) and transverse width of the myocyte at the cross section of the nucleus (myocyte 
diameter) were measured for each myocyte illustrated (Figure 1). To access binucleation, 
the total number of myocytes on the field and the number of myocytes showing 
binucleation (≥2 nuclei) were counted similar to a previous study13,14. Nuclei hyperchro-
micity and irregularity (or squaring) were not assessed due to potential variation in 
baseline staining intensity between each case, autolysis resulting in loss of staining and 
higher subjectivity.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using packages in R (open source, R studio 2022.07.01, 
Build 554, R version 3.6.3, using inbuilt statistic commands statistical analysis). A p-value 
of <0.05 was considered significant.
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For summary statistics, continuous variables were presented as mean, median, mini-
mum, maximum and standard deviation (s.d). Discrete variables were represented as 
counts.

For comparative statistics, for each case, one-way ANOVA (followed by post hoc Tukey) 
and Chi-square exact tests were used to explore whether there was any variation in 
continuous variable (myocyte diameter and myocyte nuclear length) and categorical 
(proportion of binucleated myocytes), respectively. The null hypothesis was that there 
would be no variation in myocyte diameter, myocyte nuclear length and proportion of 
myocyte binucleation within different areas of one heart.

Ethics

This study was approved by the Forensic Scientific Services Human Ethics Committee 
(HEC 22–18).

Results

During the study period, approximately 1000 cases were admitted to the department in 
which 21 cases were included in the study period. Many cases which had undergone 
internal post mortem examination were strictly excluded due to a lack of sampling of all 
the free wall of the left ventricle and intraventricular septum. The number of cases (n > 12) 
was considered sufficient for a pilot/exploration study15.

Sample population characteristics

The mean age was 47 years (min: 25, max: 83, median: 48, s.d: 14.7) and a male predomi-
nance (male:female = 17:4), and no case was identified as transgender/other. The mean 
weight and height were 173 cm (min: 158, max: 190, median: 174, s.d: 9.4) and 84 kg 
(min: 50, max: 124, median: 87, s.d: 19.2) respectively. Four cases were considered sudden 
cardiac death (ischaemic heart disease), and 17 cases were non-sudden cardiac death 
(seizure, infection/sepsis, pulmonary thromboembolism, asthma, complications of malig-
nancy, haemorrhage related, drugs and alcohol related, drowning and asphyxia).

Figure 1. An example of a high-power field of a myocyte in the left ventricle used for assessing 
myocyte nuclear length/size (arrows), and myocyte diameter (diamonds).
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Heart weight and heart pathology

The mean heart weight was 431 g (min: 210, max: 655, median: 410, s.d: 110.0). Eight cases 
were considered to have macroscopic cardiac hypertrophy (heart weight >400 g in 
female, or > 500 in male). Five cases had at least one coronary artery showing severe 
atherosclerotic narrowing, and five cases had microscopic ischaemic changes (acute/ 
subacute/remote myocardial infarction). The hearts of nine cases were considered normal 
(no evidence of macroscopic cardiac hypertrophy, less than severe coronary artery 
atherosclerosis, and no pathology in the myocardium).

Myocyte hypertrophy variations

The mean number of myocytes examined for each case was 110 (min: 61, max: 230, 
median: 105, s.d: 37.5). An illustration on how each case was analysed is shown in Figure 2.

In the cases examined, only one case showed no significant difference in the three 
myocyte hypertrophy parameters between three free walls and intraventricular septum. 
This case had underlying ischaemic heart disease (severe coronary artery atherosclerosis 
and microscopic ischaemic changes but did not have macroscopic cardiac hypertrophy).

For myocyte nuclear length, 18 out of 21 cases (86%) showed significant difference 
between the three free walls and intraventricular septum (ANOVA one-way, p < 0.05). In 
the three cases showing no significant difference, two were normal hearts and the other 
one had ischaemic heart disease (same case described in the previous paragraph).

Figure 2. An illustration of statistical analysis for each case this case was a death from non-cardiac 
cause and the heart had cardiac hypertrophy (heart weight >600 g) without severe coronary artery 
atherosclerosis and other pathology. There was significant difference (ANOVA one-way p < 0.05) 
myocyte nuclear length only between the areas sampled. It is noted the mean myocyte diameter 
were above 15 µm in over 100 myocytes. The deidentified photograph is for illustration purposes and 
is not from the aforementioned case.
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For myocyte diameter, 16 out of 21 (76%) cases showed significant difference between 
three free walls and intraventricular septum (ANOVA one-way, p < 0.05). In the five cases 
showing no significant difference, two cases had normal hearts, two cases had macro-
scopic cardiac hypertrophy with no other cardiac pathology and one case had ischaemic 
heart disease (again, same case described in the previous paragraph).

Post hoc Tukey test did not show any general bias to any particular region of the heart 
for both myocyte nuclear length and myocyte diameter (i.e. there is no one region 
consistently showing significant difference).

For myocyte binucleation, all cases showed no significant difference between three free 
walls and intraventricular septum (Chi-square, p = 0.15–0.98).

Discussion

This study showed regional variation in myocyte hypertrophy parameters between the 
free walls of the left ventricle and intraventricular septum. Over 75% of cases showed 
significant differences in myocyte nuclear length and myocyte diameter, whereas binu-
cleated myocyte nuclei did not show any significant difference.

Cardiac hypertrophy can be used to identify a cause of death and it is critical to 
correctly diagnose it. Histologically, cardiac hypertrophy can be assessed by myocyte 
hypertrophy3,5,6. The presence of myocyte hypertrophy is routinely assessed in post 
mortem examination when sections of the heart are taken1,2,16,17. Myocyte hypertrophy 
is diagnosed by increase in cardiac myocyte diameter, together with nuclei that are 
increased in size, irregularity and hyperchromicity, and increased DNA ploidy 
(binucleation)3. However, in the authors experience, it is common to see post mortem 
reports recording myocyte hypertrophy as a generalized comment without much speci-
fication where this was observed (apart from adjacent to focal pathology or in hyper-
trophic obstructive cardiomyopathy), what myocyte features were involved, and lacking 
quantification. Even when a pathologist decides to describe and quantify myocyte 
hypertrophy, the only widely agreed threshold is having a myocyte diameter of >15 µm 
which is currently unvalidated in the post mortem setting3,5,6. It is suggested for myocyte 
diameter, measuring at least 100 randomly selected myocytes is required to have 
a reliable figure3,5,6, without any further specifics on whether to sample one or multiple 
regions. A recent single centre preliminary study suggested counting binucleation is 
a reproducible and repeatable method which is associated with increased heart weight 
but did not address any potential regional variations13,14.

In the post mortem examination context, it is reasonable to assume that myocytes are 
globally and uniformly hypertrophied or normal in the left ventricle and intraventricular 
septum (apart from focal pathologies). Thus, features used to assess myocyte hypertrophy 
should demonstrate relative uniformity in all areas/regions. However, there is no evidence 
to support this assumption, and to the best of our knowledge, no post mortem studies 
have ever investigated whether regional variations exist. This study showed that only one 
(nuclear binucleation) out of the three parameters studied showed overall no significant 
difference between the regions sampled.

The reason for the variations in myocyte nuclei length and myocyte diameter 
may be multiple. Although it could be due to innate variation in these parameters, 
the post mortem nature, the process used to obtain these sections, and the 
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reliability in assessment may also provide some explanations. In the post mortem 
setting, the effects and possible uneven breakage of rigour mortis may account for 
the change of dimensions of the myocytes. During evisceration, examination, 
dissection, and sectioning without fixation may subject the heart to different 
amount and type of force (tensile/compression) which may again alter the micro-
scopic dimensions of the myocytes. This would need further investigation, probably 
in using animal models by obtaining and fixing the whole heart immediately after 
death and before dissection. Furthermore, the variation may be due to the repro-
ducibility of the measurements (i.e. inter and intra rater reliability) and can be 
further investigated by multi raters and muti rating of the sections. For myocyte 
binucleation, this study showed no significant regional difference. Binucleation is 
a process where myocytes transitions from mononucleate to a mature binucleate 
phenotype in which binucleation is a terminally differentiated cell that is unable to 
proliferate18. Given the pathophysiology, it is probable that myocyte binucleation is 
more robust to post mortem changes and examination technique, thus showing 
less detectable regional variation

The result of this study showed significant regional variation in myocyte hyper-
trophy parameters and has implications in assessing myocyte for hypertrophy, and 
subsequent cardiac hypertrophy in the post mortem setting. Despite having 
a suggested threshold in literature, myocyte nuclear length (size) and myocyte 
diameter varies between regions which may render the diagnosis of myocyte 
hypertrophy unreliable depending on the region sampled and favour for 
a histological diagnosis by using more than one pre-selected area within the left 
ventricle. Myocyte binucleation appeared to be less variable, however, there is no 
widely agreed threshold. Further study is needed in the post mortem population to 
clarify whether the observed regional differences are clinically significant and to 
establish a robust method in assessing myocyte for hypertrophy and corresponding 
thresholds, with the addition of the right ventricle. Despite being a reviewable 
method, this study demonstrates that myocyte hypertrophy can exhibit high regio-
nal variation in the post mortem setting, thus great caution is needed to use it as 
a determinate for cardiac hypertrophy.

Limitation

Investigating regional variation and not establishing thresholds
The aim of this study was to investigate whether there is any regional variation in 
myocyte nuclei length, myocyte diameter and myocyte binucleation, and not to 
establish any reference range or threshold in the post mortem population. Unless 
the regional variations can be controlled for in the post mortem setting, it may be 
challenging in establishing a normal range, especially for myocyte nuclei length 
and myocyte diameter. It is possible that these variations are only statistically and 
not clinically significant. This study does not have sufficient sample size to clarify 
this and would require further and larger studies. The data collected in this study 
can potentially be used in future studies to establish a threshold for myocyte 
hypertrophy.
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Study population and using heart weight as an indicator of macroscopic cardiac 
hypertrophy
Apart from being a single centre study, the cases were exclusively adult Caucasians due 
the limitation in ethics approval. It is probable the variations would also be observed in 
other ethnic groups.

The definition of increased heart weight was based solely on recommended thresholds 
(i.e. height and weight) to characterize the study population. There was no further sub- 
analysis between hearts that were categorized as cardiac hypertrophy or not, thus would 
not affect the overall results of this study.

Microscopic features myocyte hypertrophy
This study only used three parameters to assess myocyte hypertrophy in the left ventricle. 
Nuclear hyperchromicity and irregularity/squaring were not assessed for reasons men-
tioned above. It is possible that these features may show no statistical difference between 
different regions of the heart, but in our opinion would be technically hard to quantified/ 
assess. The right ventricle was not examined in this study, as the left ventricle is more 
commonly assessed in the forensic post mortem examination.
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